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PREFACE
Over the years the need for compression of Audio/Video/Image data has been increasing
exponentially due to several technological advances in data communication and file storage
base. Although our current communication standards and protocols support variegated types
and formats of data with multiple bitrates and advanced data encryption technologies which
facilitate transmission of data with acceptable attenuation losses, issues such as exhaustible
data storage media, fixed bandwidth, transmission speed over a channel etc. has caused a quite
a considerable retardation in technological growth.
Uncompressed Data (graphics, audio and video) requires considerable storage capacity and
transmission bandwidth. Although there has been rapid progress in storage capacity of storage
media, processing/compilation time of processes/compilers, and digital communication system
performance, demand for data compression and data‐transmission bandwidth continues to
acts as a bane on technological growth. While compression/bandwidth conservation theories
are going at a snail’s pace, the recent growth of data intensive multimedia‐based web
applications has made it even more imminent to come up with efficient ways to encode signals
and images
The table I below [1]shows the qualitative transition from simple text to full‐motion video data
and the disk space, transmission bandwidth, and transmission time needed to store and
transmit such uncompressed data.

Multimedia Data Size/Duration

Bits/Pixel or
Bits/Sample

Transmission
Uncompressed Transmission Time (using
Size
Bandwidth a
28.8K
(B for bytes)
(b for bits)
Modem)

A page of text

11'' x 8.5''

Varying
resolution

4‐8 KB

32‐64
Kb/page

1.1 ‐ 2.2 sec

Telephone
quality speech

10 sec

8 bps

80 KB

64 Kb/sec

22.2 sec

Grayscale Image 512 x 512

8 bpp

262 KB

2.1
Mb/image

1 min 13 sec

Color Image

512 x 512

24 bpp

786 KB

6.29
Mb/image

3 min 39 sec

Medical Image

2048 x 1680

12 bpp

5.16 MB

41.3
Mb/image

23 min 54
sec
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SHD Image

2048 x 2048

24 bpp

12.58 MB

100
Mb/image

58 min 15
sec

Full‐motion
Video

640 x 480, 1
min
(30
frames/sec)

24 bpp

1.66 GB

221 Mb/sec

5 days 8 hrs

Table 1 ‐ Qualitative Transition Data from simple text to full‐motion video

The Example above gives several of our issues a subtle definition. Some of them are mentioned
below:
a. A Need for sufficient storage space.
b. Large Transmission Bandwidth
c. A very large transmission time for Data (especially video).
So if we consider an option of successful compression of say for ratio of 32:1, the space,
bandwidth, and transmission time requirements can be reduced by a factor of 32, provided the
compressed data still exhibits acceptable quality.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we discuss the formulation, research and development of an Optimization process
for a New compression algorithm known as DYNAMAC, which has its basis in the non‐linear
systems theory. We establish that by increasing the measure of randomness of the signal, the
peak signal to noise ratio and in turn the quality of compression can be improved to a great
extent. This measure, ENTROPY through exhaustive testing will be linked to peak signal to noise
ratio (PSNR ‐ a measure of quality) and by various discussions and inferences we will establish
that this measure would independently drive the compression process towards optimization.
We will also introduce an Adaptive Huffman Algorithm (reference) to add to the compression
ratio of the current algorithm without incurring any losses during transmission (Huffman being
a lossless scheme)
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 COMPRESSION THEORIES
One of the most common attribute of an image is that the adjacent/neighboring pixels (mainly
used during masking) contain considerable amount of information which could be termed as
‘redundant’.
After indication those locations/pixels/values, a very simple task to achieve compression would
be merely to remove/reduce the redundancy of data used for representation. This line of
thought represents two very important theories for compression viz. redundancy and
irrelevancy reduction. They can be further subdivided [1]in to:
a. Spatial Redundancy or correlation between neighboring pixel values.
b. Spectral Redundancy or correlation between different color planes or spectral bands.
c. Temporal Redundancy or correlation between adjacent frames in a sequence of images
(in video applications).
Besides the above mentioned theories, the Compression algorithms can also be classified in to
their respective classes based on the compression outcome or the type of coding scheme
utilized[1].
a. Lossless compression – As the name suggests, this kind of compression is classified
based on the outcome of compression. The reconstructed image at the receiver end is
numerically identical to the original image.
b. Lossy compression – In this kind of compression, the reconstructed image contains some
kind of degradation compared to the original image. Generally, this happens if the
coder, instead of replacing the redundant information with lower order byte data, just
discards it and hence the name lossless coding.
c. Predictive Coding – In this scheme, a predictive algorithm is developed and maintained
at the receiver end wherein, considering the information already sent or locally
available is used to predict the future values. The difference between the prediction and
the original values is then coded. (E.g. DPCM – Differential Pulse Code Modulation.)
d. Transform coding – In this scheme, the coder first transforms the image from its spatial
domain representation to some other domain and then the transform coefficients are
coded. Quite obviously this provides a better compression ration than predictive
method as only coefficients. On the contrary the Big‐O factor is comparatively huge.
An example[1] of a conventional coder used for some of the above mentioned theories.
Input
Signal/Image

Source Encoder

Quantizer

Entropy Encoder

Figure 1 – Conventional coder

Compressed
Signal/Image
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1.2 WHAT A NEW COMPRESSION ALGORITHM BRINGS TO THE TABLE
a. Higher compression ratios facilitate lower disk usage and hence more conservation of
available disk space.
b. Lower data size facilitates a faster transmission time.
c. A faster encoding time and decoding time, in a more cumulative environment of the
channel, assets the transmission system.
d. In a web Media based environment, lower data size even in the order of a few bytes
would exponentially increasing the buffering and streaming times.
e. In a web Mail based environment, lower attachment sizes would facilitate a more
efficient Workspace/Inbox management.
f. For intelligent hardware integrated systems, the amount of data which can be stored on
the onboard processor for rapid access is defined by the amount of data the onboard
chip needs. For bulky or process intensive processors, a requirement for more data
leads to a larger processor storage module which makes the system bulky and volatile
for long term use. A compression algorithm would provide major relief in the data
management for integrated hardware systems.
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2. CHAOS THEORY – AN INTRODUCTION
2.1 CHAOS DYNAMICS CONCEPTS
CHAOS THEORY[2]
In mathematics and physics, chaos theory describes the behavior of certain nonlinear
dynamical systems that under certain conditions exhibit dynamics that are sensitive to initial
conditions (popularly referred to as the butterfly effect). As a result of this sensitivity, the
behavior of chaotic systems appears to be random, because of an exponential growth of errors
in the initial conditions. This happens even though these systems are deterministic in the sense
that their future dynamics are well defined by their initial conditions, and there are no random
elements involved. This behavior is known as deterministic chaos,
or simply chaos.
Chaotic behavior has been observed in the laboratory in a variety of systems including electrical
circuits, lasers, oscillating chemical reactions, fluid dynamics, mechanical and magneto
mechanical devices. Observations of chaotic behavior in nature include the dynamics of
satellites in the solar system, the time[8] evolution of the magnetic field of celestial bodies,
population growth in ecology, the dynamics of the action potentials in neurons, and molecular
vibrations. Everyday examples of chaotic systems include weather and climate.[1] There is some
controversy over the existence of chaotic dynamics in the plate tectonics and in economics.
Systems that exhibit mathematical chaos are deterministic and thus orderly in some sense; this
technical use of the word chaos is at odds with common parlance, which suggests complete
disorder. (See the article on mythological chaos for a discussion of the origin of the word in
mythology, and other uses.) A related field of physics called quantum chaos theory studies non‐
deterministic systems that follow the laws of quantum mechanics.
As well as being orderly in the sense of being deterministic, chaotic systems usually have well
defined statistics. For example, the Lorenz system pictured is chaotic, but has a clearly defined
structure.

2.1.1 CHAOS DYNAMICS & FRACTAL GEOMETRY
For a dynamical system to be classified as chaotic, most scientists will agree that it must have
the following properties: [2]
i.
it must be sensitive to initial conditions,
ii.
it must be topologically mixing, and
iii.
Its periodic orbits must be dense.
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Sensitivity to initial conditions [12]means that each point in such a system is arbitrarily closely
approximated by other points with significantly different future trajectories. Thus, an arbitrarily
small perturbation of the current trajectory may lead to significantly different future behavior.
Sensitivity to initial conditions is popularly known as the "butterfly effect", so called because of
the title of a paper given by Edward Lorenz in 1972 to the American Association for the
Advancement of Science in Washington, D.C. entitled Predictability: Does the Flap of a
Butterfly’s Wings in Brazil set off a Tornado in Texas? The flapping wing represents a small
change in the initial condition of the system, which causes a chain of events leading to large‐
scale phenomena. Had the butterfly not flapped its wings, the trajectory of the system might
have been vastly different.
Sensitivity to initial conditions [2]is often confused with chaos in popular accounts. It can also
be a subtle property, since it depends on a choice of metric or the notion of distance in the
phase space of the system. For example, consider the simple dynamical system produced by
repeatedly doubling an initial value (defined by the mapping on the real line from x to 2x). This
system has sensitive dependence on initial conditions everywhere, since any pair of nearby
points will eventually become widely separated. However, it has extremely simple behavior, as
all points except 0 tend to infinity. If instead we use the bounded metric on the line obtained by
adding the point at infinity and viewing the result as a circle, the system no longer is sensitive to
initial conditions. For this reason, in defining chaos, attention is normally restricted to systems
with bounded metrics, or closed, bounded invariant subsets of unbounded systems.
Even for bounded systems[2], sensitivity to initial conditions is not identical with chaos. For
example, consider the two‐dimensional torus described by a pair of angles (x,y), each ranging
between zero and 2π. Define a mapping that takes any point (x,y) to (2x, y + a), where a is any
number such that a/2π is irrational. Because of the doubling in the first coordinate, the
mapping exhibits sensitive dependence on initial conditions. However, because of the irrational
rotation in the second coordinate, there are no periodic orbits, and hence the mapping is not
chaotic according to the definition above.
Topologically mixing [2]means that the system will evolve over time so that any given region or
open set of its phase space will eventually overlap with any other given region. Here, "mixing" is
really meant to correspond to the standard intuition: the mixing of colored dyes or fluids is an
example of a chaotic system.

ATTRACTORS[2]
Some dynamical systems are chaotic everywhere (see e.g. Anosov diffeomorphisms) but in
many cases chaotic behavior is found only in a subset of phase space. The cases of most
interest arise when the chaotic behavior takes place on an attractor, since then a large set of
initial conditions will lead to orbits that converge to this chaotic region.
An easy way to visualize a chaotic attractor is to start with a point in the basin of attraction of
the attractor, and then simply plot its subsequent orbit. Because of the topological transitivity
condition, this is likely to produce a picture of the entire final attractor.
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Figure 2 ‐ Phase diagraam for a damp
ped driven peendulum, with double period motion[2]]

For instance, in a sysstem describ
bing a pendu
ulum, the phase space might
m
be two‐dimensionaal,
d velocity. One might plo
ot the positio
on of a
consisting of informaation about position and
pendulum
m against itss velocity. A pendulum at
a rest will bee plotted as a point, and
d one in periodic
motion will
w be plotte
ed as a simple closed currve. When such a plot fo
orms a closed curve, thee
curve is called
c
an orb
bit. Our pend
dulum has an infinite nu
umber of succh orbits, forrming a penccil of
nested ellipses aboutt the origin.

STRAN
NGE ATTR
RACTORS[2]
[
While mo
ost of the motion types mentioned above give rise
r to very simple
s
attracctors, such as
a
points an
nd circle‐like
e curves calleed limit cyclees, chaotic motion
m
gives rise to whatt are known as
strange attractors,
a
attractors thaat can have great
g
detail and compleexity. For insttance, a simple
three‐dim
mensional model
m
of the Lorenz weatther system gives rise to
o the famouss Lorenz
attractorr. The Lorenzz attractor [1
15]is perhap
ps one of thee best‐known chaotic sysstem diagrams,
probablyy because no
ot only was itt one of the first, but it is
i one of thee most comp
plex and as such
s
gives risee to a very in
nteresting paattern which
h looks like the wings of a butterfly. Another succh
attractorr is the Rössler Map, which experien
nces period‐ttwo doubling route to ch
haos, like the
logistic map.
m
a
occcur in both continuous dynamical systems
s
(succh as the Lorrenz system)) and
Strange attractors
in some discrete
d
systtems (such as
a the Hénon
n map)[22]. Other discreete dynamical systems have
h
a repellin
ng structure called a Julia set which forms at thee boundary between
b
bassins of attracction
of fixed points
p
‐ Julia sets can be thought of as strange repellers. Botth strange atttractors and
d
Julia setss typically haave a fractal structure.
The Poincaré‐Bendixxson theorem
m [9]shows that
t
a strangge attractor can only arisse in a
continuo
ous dynamicaal system if it
i has three or more dim
mensions. Ho
owever, no such
s
restriction
applies to
o discrete syystems, whicch can exhib
bit strange atttractors in two
t or even one
dimensio
onal systemss.
The initiaal conditionss of three or more bodiees interactingg through grravitational attraction
a
(ssee
the n‐bod
dy problem)) can be arraanged to pro
oduce chaotic motion.
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MATHEMATICAL THEORY[2,9]
Sarkovskii's theorem [2]is the basis of the Li and Yorke (1975) proof that any one‐dimensional
system which exhibits a regular cycle of period three will also display regular cycles of every
other length as well as completely chaotic orbits.
Mathematicians have devised many additional ways to make quantitative statements about
chaotic systems. These include: fractal dimension of the attractor, Lyapunov exponents,
recurrence plots, Poincaré maps, bifurcation diagrams, Transfer operator

MINIMUM COMPLEXITY OF A CHAOTIC SYSTEM

Figure 3 ‐ Bifurcation diagram of a logistic map, displaying chaotic behavior past a threshold[2]

Simple systems can also produce chaos without relying on differential equations. An example is
the logistic map, which is a difference equation (recurrence relation) that describes population
growth over time.
Even the evolution of simple discrete systems, such as cellular automata, can heavily depend on
initial conditions. Stephen Wolfram has investigated a cellular automaton with this property,
termed by him rule 30.[2]
A minimal model for conservative (reversible) chaotic behavior is provided by Arnold's cat map.

2.1.2 APPLICATIONS IN MODERN WORLD
Chaos theory is applied in many scientific disciplines: mathematics, biology, computer science,
economics, engineering, finance, philosophy, physics, politics, population dynamics,
psychology, and robotics.[2]
Chaos theory is also currently being applied to medical studies of epilepsy, specifically to the
prediction of seemingly random seizures by observing initial conditions.[3]
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Examples of chaotic systems[2]
Arnold's cat map
Bouncing Ball
Chua's circuit
Double pendulum
Dynamical billiards
Economic bubblev
Hénon map
Horseshoe map
Logistic map
Lorenz attractor
Rössler Map
Standard map
Swinging Atwood's Machine
One of the most important devices for generating such Chaotic Oscillations (Also used for generating
Oscillations used in the compression algorithm) is the Colpitts Oscillator.

2.2 OSCILLATOR INTRODUCTION
2.2.1 COLPITTS OSCILLATOR[2]
A Colpitts oscillator, named after its inventor Edwin H. Colpitts[8], is one of a number of designs
for electronic oscillator circuits. One of the key features of this type of oscillator is its simplicity
and robustness. It is not difficult to achieve satisfactory results with little effort.
A Colpitts oscillator is the electrical dual of a Hartley oscillator. In the Colpitts circuit, two
capacitors and one inductor determine the frequency of oscillation. The Hartley circuit uses two
inductors (or a tapped single inductor) and one capacitor. (Note: The capacitor can be a variable
device by using a Variac/Varactor)
The following schematic is an example using an NPN transistor in the common base
configuration. [2]
Figure 4 – NPN Transistor ‐ CB

Frequency of oscillation is roughly 50 MHz:
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The following schematic is a com
mmon collecttor version of
o the same oscillator:[2
2]
Figure 5 – NPN Transsistor ‐ CC

or could be replaced with
h a JFET or other
o
active device capable of produ
ucing
The bipolar transisto
he oscillation
n frequency.
gain at th
The ideal frequency of oscillation
n is given byy this equatio
on: [2]

[2]
Given thee values in the circuit ab
bove, the equation predicts a frequeency of roughly 58 MHz. The
real circu
uit will oscillaate at a sligh
htly lower freequency duee to junction
n capacitancces of the
transistor and possib
bly other straay capacitan
nces.

ANALY
YSIS

Fig
gure 7 ‐ Colpiitts oscillato
or model[2]
One method of oscilllator analysiis is to deterrmine the inp
put impedan
nce of an inp
put port
neglectin
ng any reactiive componeents. If the im
mpedance yields
y
a negaative resistan
nce term,
oscillatio
on is possible
e. This metho
od will be ussed here to determine
d
c
conditions
off oscillation and
the frequ
uency of oscillation.
An ideal model is sho
own to the right.
r
This co
onfiguration models the common co
ollector circu
uit in
the sectio
on above. Fo
or initial anaalysis, parasitic elementss and devicee non‐linearitty’s will be
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ignored. These termss can be inclluded later in a more riggorous analyysis. Even witth these
approxim
mations, acce
eptable com
mparison with
h experimen
ntal results iss possible.
Ignoring the inductor, the input impedance can
c be written as

[2]

Where v1 is the inputt voltage and i1 is the inp
put current. The voltagee v2 is given by
b
v2 = i2Z2[22]
Where Z2 is the impe
edance of C2. The curren
nt flowing intto C2 is i2, which is the sum of two
currents::
i2 = i1 + is
Where is is the current supplied by the transsistor. is is a dependent
d
c
current
sourrce given by

Where gm [2]is the trransconducttance of the transistor. The
T input current i1 is givven by

Where Z1 is the impe
edance of C1. Solving forr v2 and subsstituting abo
ove yields
Zin = Z1 + Z2 + gmZ1Z2
The input impedance
e[2] appearss as the two capacitors in series with
h an interestting term, Rini
duct of the two
t impedan
nces:
which is proportionaal to the prod
Rin = gmZ1Z2
If Z1 and Z2 are comp
plex [2]and of
o the same sign,
s
Rin will be a negativve resistancee. If the
impedances for Z1 an
nd Z2 are sub
bstituted, Rinn is

If an indu
uctor is conn
nected[2] to the input, the circuit wiill oscillate iff the magnitude of the
negative resistance is greater thaan the resisttance of the inductor an
nd any stray elements. The
frequenccy of oscillation is as giveen in the preevious sectio
on.
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For the example
e
osciillator abovee, the emitteer current is roughly 1 mA.
m The transsconductancce is
roughly 40
4 mS. Given
n all other vaalues, the input resistan
nce is roughlyy[2]

This value should be sufficient to
o overcome any positivee resistance in
i the circuitt. By inspecttion,
on is more likkely for largeer values of transconduc
t
ctance and/o
or smaller vaalues of
oscillatio
capacitan
nce.
If the two
o capacitors are replaced by inducto
ors and maggnetic coupling is ignored
d, the circuitt
becomess a Hartley oscillator. In that
t
case, th
he input imp
pedance is th
he sum of the two inducttors
and a neggative resisttance given by:
b [2]
Rin = − gmω2L1L2

2.3 CHAOS DYN
NAMAC THEORY(A
Applicatio
on Theoryy)
C
WAVEFORM
W
M DYNAM
MICS – AUDIO WA
AVEFORM
M[4]
2.3.1 CHAOS
1 BACKGR
ROUND
2.3.1.1
DYNAMA
AC (dy‐NAM‐‐ac) stands for
f dynamicss‐based algo
orithmic com
mpression. Th
he basic
foundatio
on of the pro
ocess lies in the realizations that (a)) chaotic osccillators are dynamical
d
systems that
t
can be governed byy mathematical expressiions, and (b)) chaotic osccillators are
capable of
o producingg diverse waaveform shap
pes. The preemise is this: a segment of a digital
sequencee, such as th
hat derived from
f
image data,
d
can be replaced byy the initial conditions
c
off a
chaotic oscillation
o
th
hat matches it within an acceptable error toleran
nce. If the size of the data
needed to
t specify the initial cond
ditions need
ded to reproduce the chaotic oscillattion are smaaller
than the size of the digital
d
sequeence, compreession is ach
hieved. Furth
her, if we im
mprove the
chaotic oscillator’s
o
ability to prod
duce diversee waveform shapes, we increase thee probabilityy of
matchingg arbitrary digital sequen
nce segmentts. There aree a number of
o compresssion algorithms
for digitaal images [1]. We introdu
uce this new
w nonlinear dynamics‐ba
d
ased algorith
hm and attem
mpt
to show the
t potentiaal it has for comparative
c
e improvemeents given a deeper stud
dy of its
mechanissms.

2.3.1.2
2 CHAOTIC DYNAM
MICS
Chaotic systems
s
have
e been studiied for yearss in physics and
a engineeering. Chaotic processes have
been sho
own to
provide efficient
e
ope
eration [2] an
nd have app
plications in various
v
engineering discciplines [3],[4
4]. A
typical ch
haotic system
m is the Colp
pitts oscillato
or. These sets of equatio
ons are actu
ually derived
from a sttandard elecctrical circuitt architecturre that is useed widely in engineeringg [5]. The
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equation
ns are a three
e‐dimension
nal set of nonlinear ordin
nary differen
ntial equatio
ons that have the
form: [4]
diL
L
V
v
R R L iL
dt
v
dv
VEE
C
iL
dt
R
dv
dv
C
C
iL i
dt
dt
or collector current
c
defin
ned by
1 where γ and α
Where ic is the forwaard transisto
are empiirically derived factors fo
or the transistor and RL is the series resistance of
o the inducttor. If
we integrate these equations
e
forrward in tim
me from a sett of initial co
onditions iL , V , V we
w
get a set of time dep
pendant wavveforms iL t , V t , V t that can be plotter versus time orr as a
state‐spaace plot as se
een in the figure 1(a)[4] and section
ns of the corresponding time‐depen
t
dant
waveform
ms in figure 1(b)[4].

2.3.1.3
3 FULL IM
MAGE EXA
AMPLE
Our first example in Figure 4, sho
ows the com
mparisons off two different images with
w their
subsequeent decompressed versions for diffeerent compression ratioss. We chose two imagess that
were sufficiently diffferent than each
e
other in
n order to deemonstrate the algorith
hms viable giiven
image vaariation. For each case[4
4] we ran thee algorithm for
f Ns = 16, Ns = 32, Ns = 64. We usee the
∑
definition
n of the meaan square errror that is MSE
M = ∑
,
,
, where I is
the origin
nal image an
nd is the new
n decomp
pressed imagge, and the peak
p
signal to
t noise ratio
o,
PSNR =
[8]. We show the aveerage values for these measures
m
for R, G and B.
√
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Figure 8. Image Compressed using the DYNAMAC algorithm at three different compression
rations showing the mean‐square error and peak signal‐to‐noise ratio.

OTHER DATA TYPES
It is clear that given digital sequences with smooth relationships, the DYNAMAC algorithm will
work. The compression metrics will be different depending on the format of data such as Audio,
Video or Image. For example, for 16‐bit stereo audio files there four components to the D‐bite
D = [D1, D2, D3, D4], with there being three 16‐bit integers and one 4‐bit integer, for a total of
52 bits. A 64‐point sequence for one channel would be 1024 bits, so the compression ratio
would be 19:7:1.
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3. DYNAMAC COMPRESSION
3.1 GENERATING WAVEFORMS USING OSCILLATORS
Using a typical Oscillator such as the Colpitts Chaotic Oscillator several waveforms are
generated to contribute in forming the CCO Matrix (See 2.2 for more details). The non‐linear
characteristics of a Chaotic oscillator are our objective for using such a system.

Figure 9 ‐ STATE SPACE PLOT[4]
The time dependant waveforms generated using the Oscillator are then arranged in the CCO
Matrix and through several techniques like intermultiplication or replacement of a certain set
from the whole row to get different variations of the waveforms. These 32 different types (12 +
Variations) constitute the CCO Matrix.
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Figgure 10 ‐ TIM
ME DEPENDA
ANT PLOT OF WAVEFOR
RMS[4]
ons forward in time from
m a set of initial conditio
ons iL , V , V
Integrating the Oscilllator equatio
w
t
that
can be plotted
p
versus time or as a state‐spaace
we get a set of time dependant waveforms
ponding time dependan
nt waveform as seen in the figures above.
plot or ass the corresp

3.2 FOURIER SEERIES WA
AVEFORM
M CLASSIFFICATION
3.2.1 FOURIER
F
SERIES
S
CLLASSIFICA
ATION – INTRODU
I
UCTION[177]
Chaotic oscillations
o
tend
t
to havee a high measure of timee diversity. The
T D‐transfform exploits this
fact by utilizing
u
sets of these waaveforms in the CCO maatrix. The CCO
C matrix is
i at the heaart of
the transsform proce
ess. Essentiaally, it is a collection of digital waveeforms derivved from vaarious
chaotic oscillations,
o
and the com
mbination off those waveeforms in different man
nners. Instead of
calculatin
ng the chao
otic oscillatio
ons from initial conditio
ons and maathematical expressionss, the
waveform
ms are pre‐ccalculated and stored. This
T also allo
ows greaterr variation in
n oscillation type
and combination. Th
here are thirty‐two diffeerent waveforms, each comprised of
o 216 data points
p
olution. Thee best match
hing wavefo
orm from th
he CCO matrix is found by a
having a 16‐bit reso
sequential search process
p
thatt seeks outt the wavefform with minimal error. The FSWC
F
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procedure is an attempt to reduce the number of search iterations needed to find the optimal
waveform.

3.2.2 WAVEFORM CLASSIFICATION
Fourier series waveform classification (FSWC) is based upon the fundamental notion of the
Fourier series decomposition of waveforms, namely,

∞

v (t ) = A0 + ∑ An cos nω1t + Bn sin nω1t ,

(8)

n =1

where An and Bn are the Fourier coefficients for the sine‐cosine form of the series. A digital
sequence can be generated from the coefficients. If we designate M to be the number of bits
for the quantization of each coefficient[17], and N to be the number of coefficients used for An
and Bn , then we designate a given encoding as M‐N FSWC. Suppose we have the waveform
shown in fig. 3. This waveform could be pulled from the CCO matrix, or could be part of a digital
audio, video, or image set of data, or any other digital sequence for that matter.
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Fig. 11 ‐ Digital waveform used to demonstrate a 3‐3 FSWC decomposition
The corresponding [18]3‐3 FSWC decomposition is shown in fig. 4. There are a total of six
coefficients each having a 3‐bit resolution, therefore resulting in an 18‐bit sequence for this
waveform, that is, b = b A b B b A b B b A b B . Just as the accuracy of the series increases with the
1

1

2

2

3

3

number of coefficients, so does the uniqueness of the binary sequence as its length increases.

.

Fig.12. 3‐3 FSWC sequence showing the formulation of the 18‐bit sequence b =
100010110010010010[17].

3.2.3 CCO WAVEFORM TYPES – FAMILIES & SUB‐FAMILIES[17]
As mentioned earlier, the CCO matrix is made up of thirty‐two combined chaotic oscillations. A
waveform is extracted one of these oscillations by specifying a type number (1‐32), a position
number, and a length. Fig. 13 shows three different waveforms extracted from a CCO matrix
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oscillation type number 4, while fig. 14 shows their respective 3‐3 FSWC coefficients and 18‐bit
binary sequences.

Fig. 13. Three 128‐point waveforms [17]extracted from type number 4 of the CCO matrix.
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Fig.14. The FSWC decomposition [17]of each waveform from fig. 5, and their corresponding 18‐
bit binary sequences.

3.2.4 ADVANTAGES OF FSWC
The utilization of FSWC in reducing the search time needed to find the optimal waveform in the
CCO matrix comes from the realization [17] that sub‐sequence families can be derived from the
bit sequences generated. In our current example we will use 10‐bit families. That is, the 10
most significant bits (msb) are used to as the search criteria. The CCO matrix can be pre‐
classified according to different waveform lengths such as Nc = 32, 64, 128, 256, etc., and
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according to the 10‐bit family structure. Fig. 15 shows a histogram, or FSWC spectrum, of the
number of CCO matrix waveforms that fall into the 1024 different families for Nc = 128. This
spectrum indicates the total number of waveforms in a given 10‐bit family that are necessary to
search through in order to find the best match. In this case the maximum number of elements
in a given family is 1,570, in contrast to having to search through 65,336 waveforms using the
old method. In some cases, a particular family may have no members. In that case the nearest
neighbor (or extended family) is used for the search criteria.

Fig.15. 3‐3 FSWC spectrum showing a 10‐bit pre‐classification family profile the CCO matrix
where Nc = 128.

3.3 COMPRESSION THEORY
3.3.1 ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION [4]
The DYNAMAC process takes advantage of the time diversity inherent in chaotic processes [6].
Figure 2 shows 64‐point segments of the red, green, and blue components the image given. It is
visually apparent that there is similarity in the shapes of the time‐dependent waveforms from
the chaotic oscillators and the RGB component sequences. The premise is this: a segments of a
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digital sequence, such as that derived from audio, video, and image data, can be replaced by
the initial conditions of a chaotic oscillation that matches it within an acceptable error
tolerance. Symbolically, we can describe DYNAMAC operator as D − 1 , where is the original
digital sequence, C is the combined chaotic Oscillation matrix, and is the matrix ordering
sequence. If we call l (.) a length function, then if l (d ) < l ( x ) then compression occurs. We
reproduce the digital sequence by x ′ = D − 1 (d , C , k ) .[4] The error is defined as ε = x − x ′ , [4]and
total error over the sequence is Ε = ∑ ε , where Ns is the length of the digital sequence. If E = 0,
Ns

then the compression is lossless.
The key to high compression ratios and high image quality is to the chaotic oscillator’s ability to
produce diverse waveform shapes. By doing so, we increase the probability of matching
arbitrary digital sequence segments. The images that we examine are in bitmap format, where
each R,G, and B component is specified by 8‐bit integers. So then, each segment of the image is
8x3xNs bits long. For this particular image each 64‐point [4]segment represents 1,536 bits
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Figure 17. DYNAMAC™ [4]compression engine block diagram.

3.3.2 WAVEFORM TYPE MATCH USING NEW CLASSIFICATION
ALGORITHM
The key to the algorithm is in finding a proper match to the input digital sequence xp[n] using a
combined chaotic oscillation represented by c[n]. Figure 3 is a block diagram of the algorithm.
The combined chaotic oscillation matrix, or CCO matrix, stores 32 oscillation types that can be
accessed by submitting a type number, Nt, an oscillation starting point, Ni, and an oscillation
length, Nc. The resulting chaotic oscillation will then be decimated [17]down to the length of
xp[n]. This new oscillation will be called cn[n]. The RMS error between xp[n] and cn[n] is
calculated. Oscillations having the smallest error value will be chosen as replacements for
xp[n]. The information needed to reproduce the chosen chaotic oscillation can be distilled
down to two 16‐bit integers and one 4‐bit integer we call digital bites, or D‐bites. Specifically, D
= [D1, D2, D3]. Since there are three digital sequences connected with an RGB image, and each
component requires its own D‐bite, DR, DG, DB, then each image segment requires 108 bits. In
this example, the compression ratio is 1536:108 or 14.2:1. The new file, which we’ve called .dyn
files, are stored as [HEADER],DR1,DG1,DB1,DR2,DG2,DB2,DR3,DG3,DB3,…,DRN,DGN,DBN, where N =
LxW/Ns.
With the new classification algorithm, instead of going through each and every single piece of
waveform data, if the input waveform can be identified as belonging to a particular class, only
those waveforms have to be scanned for the closest match. This procedure due it repetitive
nature can also yield 2‐3 classes which have similar characteristics as the input waveform and
hence when there are more options to choose from, there is a better match.
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3.3.3 THE DYI FILE
The amount information needed to recreate the chosen chaotic oscillation can be distilled
down to two 16‐bit integers and one 4‐bit integer we call digital bites, or D‐bites. The D‐bites
contain three different digital sequences corresponding to the colorspace RGB respectively.
D = [D1, D2, D3]
Every single one of these components would require its own D‐bite i.e D1 (Red), D2(Green),
D3(Blue) for representation. The size of each of the segments would be 108 bits. For e.g. if the
compression ratio is 1536:108 (see example in section 2.3.1.3) or 14:2:1, the new file which we
would call as the DYI (DYNAMAC Image File) file would be stored as the following sequence.
[HEADER],DR1,DG1,DB1,DR2,DG2,DB2,DR3,DG3,DB3,…,DRN,DGN,DBN, where N = LxW/Ns.

3.4 THE ADAPTIVE HUFFMAN ALGORITHM
3.4.1 THE HUFFMAN ALGORITHM – AN INTRODUCTION &
APPLICATION
In general parlance, Huffman Coding is an Entropy Coding Algorithm[2] which results in a
lossless data compression. In this particular technique we use a variable length code table for
encoding a source symbol (such as a character in a file) where the variable‐length code table
has been derived in a methodical way based on the estimated probability of occurrence for
each possible value of the source symbol.
In other words [6]for any code that stands unique for more than one case, meaning that the
code is uniquely decodable, the sum of the probability of occurrences across all symbols is
always less than or equal to one. Generally the sum is strictly equal to one; as a result, the code
is termed a complete code. If this is not the case, a similar code can be quite easily derived
which has an equivalent code. This is done by adding extra symbols (with associated null
probabilities), to make the code complete while keeping it biunique.
A commercial study would reveal the effectiveness of the Huffman algorithm to double or more
the compression ratio of an already existent compression algorithm without inducing any losses
in the input data. Also due to its tree/ladder structure, the decoding of such an algorithm would
be of lower complexity as well.
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3.4.2 DESIGN
D
OF
O A DYNA
AMAC CO
OMPATIB
BLE ADAP
PTIVE HUFFFMAN
ALGOR
RITHM
An adapttive version of the HUFFFMAN algoritthm[6] was designed
d
forr DYNAMAC with lower level
of ladderr elimination
ns to facilitatte a ‘doublin
ng’ of the compression ration alread
dy achieved by
b
algorithm
m
For e.g. iff the stand alone
a
Comprression ratio
o achieved by DYNAMAC
C turns out around
a
1:8,
adding a Huffman blo
ock to the co
ode will dou
uble the com
mpression rattio of the alggorithm with
hout
B lossless, in our contexxt we mean that it would not introd
duce
inducing any losses in the data. By
any alien
n substantial loss in the DYI
D data

Figure
F
42 – Addition
A
of a Huffman Module
M
to DYYNAMAC
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4. OPTIMIZATION THEORY
4.1 DYNAMAC OPTIMIZATION
4.1.1 SHORTCOMINGS OF THE CURRENT COMPRESSION ALGORITHM
After validation and test of the efficacy of our compression algorithm, it was obvious to
ascertain, following a conventional thought process, the advantages and the disadvantages of
our current algorithm. That would in‐turn lead us to a crossroads of further research and
investigation into fields such as quality improvement, speed of the algorithm and compression
ratio.
After preliminary testing, various parameters were marked out which were more or less eligible
for improvement. Some of those parameters are mentioned as below.
1. The Compression ratio, although impressive in its own right, could be increased twin‐fold of
more using one of the more conventionally used add on “Lossless” compression techniques
such as Huffman, Lempel‐Ziv etc. Is there a possibility of an adaptive version of such an
algorithm to asset our compression?
2. If we are measuring improvement, will a passive measure such as PSNR suffice?
3. The PSNR measure being passive could only be used for “Post‐Analysis”. In short it would
show post compression whether the algorithm was improved due to arbitrary changes in
the Matrix or the algorithm itself, but there lies the obvious disadvantage. It cannot “drive”
the compression to improvement. What are the measures which can be considered for such
a task?
4. The arbitrary arrangement of waveforms generated from various oscillators, did in‐fact give
us compression, but there being a lack of order in their arrangement or a mathematical
motive, there is a definite possibility that given a measure for driving the compression
algorithm, there would be a set of new waveforms which would perform better than the
current set. If this line of thought is indeed true, what are the plausible methods for
generating these waveforms.
5. A simple Histogram analysis would show that there are certain types of waveforms which
don’t get utilized in the compression process compared the other ones. If these are termed
as under‐utilized or non‐utilized waveforms, what kind of methods can be employed for
reducing such under‐utilization?
6. If considering the processing speed of our current programming environment, MATLAB,
whose compiler has a more independent structure for compiling and linking methods,
would a more object‐oriented approach improve the speed of algorithm execution?
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7. The current scanning process, where the algorithm scans the entire CCO matrix for the most
appropriate match for the image waveform, results in scanning the matrix individually every
time for every single image waveform. The complexity of such a scanning processing is a
little too large and can be optimized.
7.1
Is there a possibility of an alternate scanning algorithm, if the image waveform
“TYPE” is detected before‐hand?
7.2

Would “CLASSIFICATION OF WAVEFORMS IN FAMILIES” and re‐structuring the
CCO Matrix improve the speed of the algorithm, as instead of searching the
whole matrix, the algorithm has to search only one family post detection of
image waveform type?

8. Is there a possibility of certain waveforms performing better for a certain set of images? If
there exists such a dependency, does the current configuration of CCO waveforms suffice
and if not what kind of waveforms are necessary for fulfilling such dependencies?

4.1.2 A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE OPTIMIZATION MEASURES
The Optimization measure per se represents those measures which would be independently
able to ascertain certain parameters pivotal for Compression algorithm Pre/Post Compression.
Some of the properties these "measures" were intended to display were as follows.
For ease of explanation, let’s denote our measure as “η”.

•

The measure should be relevant to the existing mathematical set of calculations viz. Real
World Space and should not display any non‐linear or irregular properties of irrational or
other sets.

•

The measure should be an independent constant with respect to the compression
algorithm in order to facilitate a stand‐alone analysis of the compression algorithm or
the Compression Matrix.

•

The measure should perform in accordance to one of the Post analysis tools for quality
such as PSNR to reconfirm its validity for the analysis case.

4.2 THE ENTROPY APPROACH
4.2.1 ENTROPY & RANDOMNESS OF DATA – AN INTRODUCTION
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INFORM
MATION EN
NTROPY
In inform
mation theory, the SHAN
NNON ENTRO
OPY [5]or IN
NFORMATION ENTROPY
Y[5] is a meassure
of the un
ncertainty asssociated witth a random
m variable.
It can be interpreted
d as the average shortestt message leength, in bitss, that can be sent to
commun
nicate the tru
ue value of the
t random variable
v
to a recipient. This
T represents a
fundameental mathem
matical limitt on the bestt possible losssless data compression
c
n of any
commun
nication: the shortest aveerage number of bits thaat can be sent to communicate one
message out of all th
he possibilities is the Shaannon entropy.[6]
Equivalen
ntly, the Shaannon entropy is a meassure of the average
a
inforrmation con
ntent the
recipientt is missing when
w
they do not know the
t value off the random
m variable.
The conccept was intrroduced by Claude
C
E. Shannon in hiss 1948 paper "A Mathem
matical Theo
ory of
Commun
nication".[6]

DEFINITTION
The inforrmation enttropy of a discrete rand
dom variablee X, that can
n take the range
r
of posssible
values {xx1...xn} is defiined to be

[2]
Where[6
6]
I(X) is the info
ormation content or selff‐informatio
on of X, whicch is itself a random
r
variiable;
and
p(xi) = Pr(X=xi) is the prob
bability masss function off X.

CHARAC
CTERIZATIO
ON
Informattion entropy can be charracterized byy the followiing desiderata:[6]
(Define

an
nd

)[5
5]

Continuitty[6]
The measure should be continuous
c
— i.e., changging the valu
ue of one of the probabilities
c
the entropy
e
by a small amou
unt.
by a very smaall amount should only change
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Symmetrry[6]
The measure should be unchanged
u
iff the outcom
mes xi are re‐‐ordered.
etc.
Maximum
m[6]
Iff all the outccomes are equally
e
likelyy, then entro
opy should be
b maximal.. In this casee, the
entropy incre
eases with th
he number of
o outcomes.
[5]
Additive[[6]
The amount of entropyy should bee the same independently of how
w the proceess is
reegarded as being
b
divided
d into parts.
This last funcctional relationship characterizes thee entropy off a system with
w sub‐systtems.
Itt demands that the entrropy of a sysstem can bee calculated from the en
ntropy of itss sub‐
syystems if we
e know how the sub‐systtems interacct with each other.
A
Assume
that we have an ensemble of
o n elementts with a unifform distribution on theem. If
w mentally divide this ensemble
we
e
in
nto k boxes (sub‐system
ms) with bi elements in each,
e
th
he entropy can
c be calcu
ulated as a sum of indiviidual entrop
pies of the boxes weigheed by
th
he probabilitty of findingg oneself in that particu
ular box PLU
US the entropy of the syystem
of boxes.
Fo
or positive in
ntegers bi where
w
b1 + … + bk = n,

[6]
Trivially, this also implies that the entropy of a ceertain outcome is zero:
[6]
Shannon shows that any definition of entrop
py satisfyingg these assum
mptions will be of the fo
orm:

[6]
ding to a cho
oice of meassurement un
nits.
where K is a constant correspond

EXAMPLE

Figure 18 – Entropy of a Coiin toss as a function
f
of the
t probability of
it coming up heaads
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[2]Consid
der tossing a coin which may or mayy not be fair.
The entropy of the unknown
u
result of the next
n
toss of the coin is maximized if the coin is fair
i heads and
d tails both have equal probabilitiess 1/2). This is the situattion of maximum
(that is, if
uncertain
nty as it is most
m difficultt to predict the
t outcomee of the nextt toss; the reesult of each
h toss
of the co
oin delivers a full 1 bit off information
n.[2]
Howeverr, if we know
w the coin iss not fair, there is less uncertainty. Every time, one side is more
likely to come up th
han the otheer. The redu
uced uncertaainty is quantified in lo
ower entropy: on
average each
e
toss off the coin delivers less th
han a full 1 bit
b of information.
The extreeme case is that of a do
ouble‐headed coin which
h never com
mes up tails. Then there is no
uncertain
nty. The entropy is zero:: each toss of
o the coin delivers no in
nformation.

PROPER
RTIES
The Shan
nnon entropy satisfies th
he following properties:
•

A
Adding
or rem
moving an evvent with prrobability zero does not contribute to
t the entropy:
[
[2].

•

Itt can be conffirmed usingg the Jensen inequality that
t

[2].

ASPECTTS
DATA COMPRE
C
SSION
Entropy effectively bounds thee performan
nce of the strongest lossless (or nearly losssless)
compression possible, which caan be realizeed in theoryy by using the typical set
s or in praactice
using Huffman, Lemp
pel‐Ziv or arrithmetic cod
ding. The peerformance of
o existing data
d
compression
algorithm
ms is often used as a rou
ugh estimatee of the entropy of a block of data.

LIMITA
ATIONS OF
O ENTRO
OPY AS IN
NFORMATTION CON
NTENT[2]
Although
h entropy iss often used
d as a charracterization of the info
ormation co
ontent of a data
source, this informattion contentt is not absolute: it depeends cruciallyy on the pro
obabilistic model.
m
A source that alwayss generates the same syymbol has entropy of 0, but the deffinition of what
w
a
symbol iss depends on
o the alphabet. Consideer a source that
t
producees the stringg ABABABAB
BAB...
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in which A is always followed byy B and vice versa.
v
If the probabilistiic model con
nsiders indivvidual
letters as independe
ent, the enttropy rate of
o the sequ
uence is 1 bit
b per character. But if the
sequencee is considerred as "AB AB
A AB AB AB
B..." with sym
mbols as tw
wo‐character blocks, then the
entropy rate
r
is 0 bitss per charactter.
Howeverr, if we use very large blocks, then the estim
mate of per‐character entropy rate may
become artificially lo
ow. This is because in reeality, the prrobability disstribution off the sequen
nce is
not know
wable exactlly; it is onlyy an estimatte. For exam
mple, supposse one conssiders the teext of
every book ever pub
blished as a sequence,
s
w each sym
with
mbol being the
t text of a complete book.
b
If there are N publiished bookss, and each book is only published
d once, the estimate of
o the
b
is 1/N, and the entropy (in bitts) is ‐log2 N.
N As a practtical code[5], this
probabiliity of each book
correspo
onds to assiggning each book
b
a uniqu
ue identifierr and using it in place of
o the text of
o the
book wh
henever one
e wants to refer
r
to the book. This is enormou
usly useful for
f talking about
a
books, bu
ut it is not so
o useful for characterizing the information conttent of an individual boo
ok, or
of languaage in gene
eral: it is no
ot possible to
t reconstru
uct the bookk from its id
dentifier witthout
knowing the probability distribu
ution, that is, the compleete text of all
a the bookss. The key id
dea is
del must be considered.. Kolmogoro
ov complexitty is a
that the complexity of the probaabilistic mod
a
the co
onsideration
n of the info
ormation con
ntent
theoreticcal generalizzation of thiss idea that allows
of a seq
quence inde
ependent off any particcular probability model; it consideers the sho
ortest
program for a univerrsal computeer that outp
puts the sequ
uence. A cod
de that achieves the enttropy
rate of a sequence for
f a given model, plus the codebo
ook (i.e. the probabilistiic model), iss one
such proggram, but it may not be the shortesst.

DATA AS
A A MARK
KOV PROCEESS
A commo
on way to de
efine entrop
py for text iss based on th
he Markov model
m
of texxt. For an ord
der‐0
source (eeach charactter is selecteed independent of the laast characterrs), the binary entropy iss:

[6]
where pi is the probaability of i. For
F a first‐orrder Markovv source (one in which the
t probability of
selectingg a characterr is dependeent only on the immediiately preced
ding charactter), the enttropy
rate is:

[6]
where i is a state (ccertain preceeding characters) and pi(j) is the probability of j given i as the
previous character (ss).
M
sourcce, the entro
opy rate is
For a seccond order Markov
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[6]
In general the b‐aryy entropy of a source = (S,P) with source alphabet
a
S = {a1, …, an} and
discrete probability distribution
d
P = {p1, …, pn} where pi is the prob
bability of ai (say pi = p(a
ai)) is
defined by:
b

[6]
Note: thee b in "b‐aryy entropy" iss the numbeer of differen
nt symbols of
o the "ideal alphabet" which
w
is being used
u
as the standard
s
yarrdstick to measure source alphabetss. In informaation theoryy, two
symbols are necesssary and su
ufficient for an alphabeet to be ab
ble to enco
ode informaation,
thereforee the defaultt is to let b = 2 ("binary entropy").
e
T
Thus,
the enttropy of the source alphabet,
with its given empiiric probability distribution, is a number
n
equal to the number
n
(posssibly
fractionaal) of symbo
ols of the "ideal alphaabet"[6], with an optim
mal probabiility distribu
ution,
necessarry to encod
de for each
h symbol of
o the sourcce alphabett. Also note that "optimal
probabiliity distributiion" here means
m
a unifo
orm distribu
ution: a sourrce alphabett with n sym
mbols
has the highest possible entro
opy (for an alphabet with
w
n sym
mbols) when
n the probaability
distributiion of the alphabet is un
niform. This optimal entropy turns out
o to be

.

EFFICIEENCY
A sourcee alphabet encountered in practice should be found
f
to havve a probab
bility distribu
ution,
which is less than op
ptimal. If thee source alph
habet has n symbols, then it can bee compared to an
"optimizeed alphabet" with n sym
mbols, whosee probabilityy distribution is uniform. The ratio of
o the
entropy of
o the sourcce alphabet with
w the enttropy of its optimized
o
veersion is the efficiency of
o the
source allphabet, which can be expressed as a percentagge.
This implies that the
e efficiency of a source alphabet with
w n symbo
ols can be defined
d
simp
ply as
being equal to its n‐aary entropy.

4.2.2 CALCULAT
C
TION OF ENTROPY
E
Y
The method for Enttropy calculaation was ad
dopted from
m the theoryy of Information Entrop
py as
described
d above. Th
he informatio
on entropy of a discrette random variable
v
X, that can takee the
range of possible values {x1...xn} is defined to
o be
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[6]

Where I(X) is the information content or self‐information of X, which is itself a random variable;
and
p(xi) = Pr(X=xi) is the PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION (PDF) of X.[3]
Now for calculation of PDF an adaptation of the conventional process was in order as the
waveforms in question were non‐linear and randomly generated using different types of
Chaotic Oscillators (Refer to 1st Chapter for more details)

4.2.2.1

PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION (PDF)

In statistics, a HISTOGRAM is a graphical display of tabulated frequencies. A histogram is the
graphical version of a table which shows what proportion of cases fall into each of several or
many specified categories. A generalization of the histogram is kernel smoothing techniques.
This will construct a smooth Probability density function from the supplied data. Informally, a
probability density function can be seen as a "smoothed out" version of a histogram: if one
empirically samples enough values of a continuous random variable, producing a histogram
depicting relative frequencies of output ranges, then this histogram will resemble the random
variable's probability density, assuming that the output ranges are sufficiently narrow.
Formally, a probability distribution has density f if f is a non‐negative Lebesgue‐integrable
function
such that the probability of the interval [a, b] is given by

[3]
for any two numbers a and b. This implies that the total integral of f must be 1. Conversely, any
non‐negative Lebesgue‐integrable function with total integral 1 is the probability density of a
suitably defined probability distribution.
•
•

f(x) is greater than or equal to zero for all values of x
The total area under the graph is 1:
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[3]
For exam
mple, the co
ontinuous un
niform distriibution on the interval [0,1] has prrobability deensity
f(x) = 1 for
f 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 and f(x) = 0 elsewheree. The stand
dard normall distribution
n has probaability
density

[3]
Sums of independen
nt random variables
bability density function of the sum of two indep
pendent ran
ndom variables U and V, each
The prob
of which
h has a pro
obability deensity function is the convolution
n of their separate
s
deensity
functionss:

[2]
Depende
ent variabless
If the probability de
ensity function of an independent random varriable x is given
g
as f(x),, it is
possible (but often not necessaary; see belo
ow) to calcu
ulate the pro
obability density functio
on of
hich depend
ds on x. If the
t dependeence is y = g(x) and the function
n g is
some variable y wh
nic, then the
e resulting deensity functiion is
monoton

[19]
Here g−1 denotes the
e inverse fun
nction and g' denotes the derivative.
For functtions which are
a not mon
notonic the probability
p
d
density
functtion for y is

[1
19]
where n(y) is the nu
umber of so
olutions in x for the eq
quation g(x) = y, and
solutionss.

are these
t
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It is tempting to thin
nk that in order to find
d the expectted value E(g
g(X)) one must
m
first find
d the
probabiliity density of
o g(X). Howeever, rather than compu
uting

[19]
One mayy find instead
d

[19]
The valuees of the tw
wo integrals are
a the same in all cases in which both
b
X and g(X)
g actually have
probabiliity density fu
unctions. It is not necesssary that g be a one‐to‐‐one functio
on. In some cases
c
the latter integral is computed
c
m
much
more easily
e
than th
he former.
Multiple variables
which we will again call y) dependin
ng on
The abovve formulas can be generalized to variables (w
more thaan one variaable. f(x0, x1, ..., xm‐1) shall denote the probab
bility densityy function of
o the
variabless y depends on, and thee dependencce shall be y = g(x0, x1, ..., xm‐1). Th
hen, the resu
ulting
density function is

[19]
he integral is
i over the entire (m‐1)‐dimensional solution of the subscripted equation
where th
and the symbolic dV
V must be replaced by a parameteerization of this
t solution
n for a partiicular
calculatio
on; the variaables x0, x1, ..., xm‐1 are th
hen of coursse functions of this parameterization
n.
In a morre general mathematica
m
al sense, a histogram iss simply a mapping
m
mi that counts the
number of observations that fall into variou
us disjoint categories
c
(kknown as bins), whereas the
graph of a histogram
m is merely one
o way to represent
r
a histogram. Thus,
T
if we let n be the total
number of observattions and k be the total numberr of bins, th
he histogram
m mi meetss the
followingg conditions:

[19]

HISTOG
GRAM CALC
CULATION
N
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Cumulaative Histogram
A cumulaative histogrram is a map
pping that counts
c
the cumulative number of ob
bservations in all
of the biins up to the specified bin. That is,, the cumulative histogram Mi of a histogram mi is
defined as:
a

[3]
Number of bins and width
There is no "best" number
n
of bins, and diffferent bin siizes can revveal different features of
o the
data. Som
me theoreticians have attempted
a
t determinee an optimaal number of
to
o bins, but these
t
methodss generally make
m
strongg assumption
ns about the shape of the distribution. You sh
hould
always experiment
e
with
w bin wid
dths before choosing one
o (or more) that illusstrate the saalient
features in your dataa.
c be calculated directly, or from a suggested bin
b width, h:
The number of bins can

[3]
Where n is the numb
ber of obserrvations in th
he sample
indicating a ceiling fu
unction.

, and the braces

1. Sturgees' formula
[2]
which
h implicitly bases
b
the bin
n sizes on th
he range of the data, and
d can perform poorly if n < 3
2 . SCOTTT'S RULE (AP
PPLIED IN OU
UR THEORY)

[3]
mon bin widtth, and s is th
he sample sttandard devviation.
where h is the comm
In his paper, Scott derives “th
he formula for the op
ptimal histo
ogram bin width
w
[...] which
w
mizes the inttegrated mean squared error”
e
h:
asymptotically minim
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[3]
where n is the numb
ber of samplles and f is the
t underlying probabiliity distribution. For Gau
ussian
data, thiss becomes a nice rule off thumb:

[3]
where s is
i an estimatte of the staandard deviaation.

[3]
Figure – 19 Histogram
ms of 1000 pseudorandom
p
m Gaussian numbers
n
for 3 bin widthss : the data‐b
based
choice and that choice
e perturbed by a factor of 2[3]

As shown
n above, the
e first histogram plot is a Monte Carrlo N(0,1) sample size off 1000, which has
a samplee standard deviation
d
eq
qual to 1.01
11 with h = 0.176. Com
mparing thiss histogram with
Scott’s ru
ule derivatio
on

[3]
d histogram
m plot in the above figurre. As shown
n the
and plottting the histtogram gives the second
estimatio
on using Sco
ott’s rule is quite accurrate to be applied in ou
ur theory. So
ome statisticians
prefer a smaller bin width and a rougher hisstogram (as shown in th
he 3rd histogrram in the above
a
figure) leeaving the fin
nal smoothin
ng to be don
ne by eye.

4.2.2.2
2

ENTR
ROPY

Entropy was
w calculatted using thee below men
ntioned form
mula.
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[6]
Where I(X) is the information content or self‐information of X, which is itself a random variable;
and p(xi) = Pr(X=xi) is the PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION (PDF) of X.

4.2.3 CONCLUSION
As mentioned above, Entropy was calculated for the entire test Matrices keeping variable Nc.
The Entropy is calculated for various values of Nc due to the fact that, during an actual
compression, the algorithm looks for the best match for the input waveform by modifying the
value of Nc. So, in order to get a more average outlook towards entropy, entropy is calculated
for several different values of Nc and then averaged to find the value for comparison.
The below mentioned table enumerates all the calculated values for different Nc values ranging
from [176 208 240 256 288 320 384 480 512]. The last column contains the average values of
Entropy which was used during comparison (to be discussed later) to get a better
approximation in the comparative study.
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Table 2 – ENTROPY OF MULTIPLE CCO MATRICES WITH MULTIPLE Nc VALUES

4.3 PSNR – A MEASURE OF QUALITY
4.3.1 PEAK SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO – AN INTRODUCTION
PEAK SIGNAL‐TO‐NOISE RATIO (OR MEAN SQUARE ERROR)
The phrase peak signal‐to‐noise ratio, often abbreviated PSNR, is an engineering term for the
ratio between the maximum possible power of a signal and the power of corrupting noise that
affects the fidelity of its representation. Because many signals have a very wide dynamic range,
PSNR is usually expressed in terms of the logarithmic decibel scale.

4.3.2 CALCULATION OF PSNR – PARAMETERS & VALUES
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The PSNR is most commonly used as a measure of quality of reconstruction in image
compression etc. It is most easily defined via the mean squared error (MSE) which for two m×n
monochrome images I and K where one of the images is considered a noisy approximation of
the other is defined as:

[6]
The PSNR is defined as:

[6]
Here, MAXI is the maximum pixel value of the image. When the pixels are represented using 8
bits per sample, this is 255. More generally, when samples are represented using linear PCM
with B bits per sample, maximum possible value of MAXI is 2B‐1.
For color images with three RGB values per pixel, the definition of PSNR is the same except the
MSE is the sum over all squared value differences divided by image size and by three.
Typical values for the PSNR in image compression are between 30 and 40 dB.

IMAGE PROCESSING AND INTERFEROMETRY[2]In image processing, the SNR of
an image is usually defined as the ratio of the mean pixel value to the standard deviation of the
pixel values. Related measures are the "contrast ratio" and the "contrast‐to‐noise ratio".
The connection between optical power and voltage in an imaging system is linear. This usually
means that the SNR of the electrical signal is calculated by the 10 log rule. With an
interferometric system, however, where interest lies in the signal from one arm only, the field
of the electromagnetic wave is proportional to the voltage (assuming that the intensity in the
second, the reference arm is constant). Therefore the optical power of the measurement arm is
directly proportional to the electrical power and electrical signals from optical interferometry
are following the 20 log rule.
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TABLE 3 – PSNR VALUES FOR DIFFERENT TEST IMAGES

4.3.3 CONCLUSIONS
The above mentioned table 3 enumerates some of the calculated values of PSNR for different
images/CCO matrices.

4.4 ENTROPY VS. PSNR
4.4.1 ENTROPY & PSNR – A COMPARATIVE STUDY
The Comparative study was designed to establish a relationship between the measures of
efficiency, Entropy and PSNR. If both measures follow a similar pattern i.e an increase in
Entropy triggers and increase in PSNR, then our case of establishing a measure of optimization
would be valid.

Hence, to prove the above mentioned theory a comparative study was done where the Average
Entropy and PSNR were plotted separately and together to confirm a similarity in pattern

4.4.2 RESULTS & INFERENCE
Below tabulated are Average Entropy and PSNR comparison graphs for 25 test matrices keeping
an image constant as PSNR is an image dependant quantity.
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Figure 20 – Average Entropy Vs PSNR For Test Image 8

Figure 21 – Average Entropy Vs PSNR For Test Image 11

Figure 22 – Average Entropy Vs PSNR For Test Image 14
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Figure 23 – Average Entropy Vs PSNR For Test Image 15
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5. OPTMIZATION THEORY II – THE CCO MATRIX
5.1 THE ENTROPY OF CCO MATRIX
The Entropy as defined in the previous chapter is given by the following equations.

The information entropy of a discrete random variable X, that can take the range
of possible values {x1...xn} is defined to be

[5]
where
I(X) is the information content or self‐information of X, which is itself a random
variable; and
p(xi) = Pr(X=xi) is the probability mass function of X.
The Entropy of the CCO Matrix is calculated using the above mentioned equation for various
values of Nc viz. the block size taken under consideration during the compression algorithm
mainly mentioned in the code as a vector with different values.
[64 176 192 256….]
The Entropy is calculated for various values of Nc due to the fact that, during an actual
compression, the algorithm looks for the best match for the input waveform by modifying the
value of Nc. So, in order to get a more average outlook towards entropy, entropy is calculated
for several different values of Nc and then averaged to find the value for comparison.
The table below mentions the Entropy calculation for some of the matrices created using
several different techniques to achieve compression.

Table 4 – Entropy Values of CCO_1 and CCO_2 for Nc = [176 208 240 256 288 320 384 480 512]

As shown above, Entropy is calculated for various values of Nc ranging from 176 to 512 and
then the average is calculated for comparison purposes with PSNR and/or further analysis.
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5.1.1 THE IMPACT OF ENTROPY STUDY AND CURRENT CLASSIFICATION OF
WAVEFORMS
The Entropy study leads to a further research into the measure which would improve the
quality/efficiency of a CCO matrix. A Comparative study with PSNR, the measure of quality
would show that when the Entropy of the matrix increases, the PSNR follows. This would
enable us to lead the Optimization process by driving the calculated entropy as high as possible.

FIG. 24 ENTROPY OF 20 CCO MATRICES

The above figure plots the entropy of 20 different CCO matrices. The variation in ENTROPY
shows the unique characteristics of each of the CCO matrix. By our devised theory, the matrix
with the highest Entropy should perform the best with the highest PSNR. We will prove that
with illustrations in the next section.

5.1.2 CONCLUSIONS
To further this current line of thought, an Entropy calculation process can be run for a single
class of waveforms as a tool for calculating relative entropy of waveform families. This would
lead to a more advanced cycle of optimization known as the UNDER UTILIZED waveform
detection and replacement. We will discuss this in detail in the next section of this chapter

5.2 UNDER/NON UTILIZED WAVEFORMS
5.2.1 HISTOGRAM OF A COMPRESSED IMAGE
The histogram of the image (DYI Compressed Image) in this context is the plot of no. of the
usage occurrences of a particular type or class of waveform. This graph is required to ascertain
which particular type is being utilized the most or on the flip side, which waveform class is
being utilized the least.
The figures below show histograms for randomly selected CCO matrices keeping the image
constant to a randomly selected Image # 17 out of the several test images used for this thesis.
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The variation in usage of different classes of waveforms, show the uniqueness of usage of a
particular waveform type.

Figure 25 ‐ Test Image#17, Format – BMP
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Figure 26 – Histogram For Image#17, CCO_1
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Figure 27 – Histogram for Image#17, CCO_4
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Figure 27 – Histogram for Image#17, CCO_6

5.2.2 UNDER/NON UTILIZED WAVEFORMS – DETECTION & ANALYSIS
As shown in the above histogram plots, after analysis of the Usage of a particular type of an
image, an equivalent analysis of the matrix can be carried out. This is done by running the
histogram calculation algorithm for an optimum number of images so that an approximation of
the under utilized types of the waveform types can be done.
We ran our histogram analysis for a total of 100 test images keeping the matrix constant and
plotting results for each one of them. Now if we threshold the value of occurrence to an
optimum value for e.g. 500 occurrences, the underutilized types can be shortlisted. A Tool was
developed for this and we called it DYNAMAC_OPT_CYCLE_TOOL.
Some of the screenshots of the tool are attached below.
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Figgure 28 – Screenshot of DYYNAMAC Opttimization Tool – Stage I

The abovve figure sho
ows a basic screenshot
s
for the optim
mization tooll. Separate sections
s
are
made forr one on one
e analysis of a compressed image wiith the benchmark matrrix CCO_O.bin.
Also, there’s an analyysis section which show
ws the PSNR(d
db) and the entropy of the
t image fo
or
comparisson by choossing the option for the correspondin
c
ng image. Th
he last sectio
on shows thee
histogram
m of the imaage file loadeed. Some other informative sectionss in the tool are :
a. Horizontal
H
& Vertical dim
mensions of the
t Image
b. Compression ration achieeved
c. Optional
O
Smo
oothing Application
d. The DRM Keyy code
e. Siize of the Co
ompressed Im
mage File
f. Optional
O
Resiizing
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Figgure 29 – Screenshot of DYYNAMAC Opttimization Tool – Stage II

The above figure shows the Opttimization tool with all thee sections displayed.

5.2.3 CO
ONCLUSIO
ONS
From
m the above study,
s
detecction and anaalysis of the waveforms which are underutilized
u
d
becomes a simple task. In theeory, if we are
a able to seegregate theese waveforms and replace
them
m with ones which
w
would
d be more efffective in th
he compression process,, the overall
efficiency of the CCO matrix for compresssion should increase. Th
his would alsso mean thaat the
entro
opy of the matrix
m
followeed by PSNR should increease as well. We will disccuss how to
generate these higher
h
efficieency waveforms in the next section and
a the theo
ory applied for
f
t
wavefo
orms.
coming up with these

5.3 WAVEFORM EFFICIENCY
E
Y – A THEO
ORETICAL PERSPECTI
P
IVE
W
IS IM
MAGE‐WISEE‐WAVEFO
ORM‐EFFIC
CIENCY
5.3.1 WHAT
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Further studies indicate that certain types of waveforms produce better results for certain
attributes present in the image. One of those theories used in our application, is the usage
of a square wave. Certain simulations of images containing alphabetical characteristics,
numerical characteristics or architectural structures with hard lines tend to display rapid
changes in their characteristics waveforms similar to a square wave.
For e.g. consider the image below.

Figure 30 – Test Image For Square Wave Inception

5.3.2 THE SQUARE WAVE – INTRODUCTION AND APPLICATION
The above image is displays all the characteristics necessary as mentioned above. Keeping this
image constant we ran it for one of the test matrices. Considering the previously conducted
underutilization summary, the waveform type least used (Waveform type 26, 27 in this case) in
that matrix was replaced using a square wave as shown in the image below. Lastly, the last
figure indicates the usage of those particular waveform types. As shown in the figure the usage
has increased proving the existence of a waveform dependency of the type of image. The
Entropy showed considerable increase in the case of the substituted matrix.
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Figure 31 (a) Square Waves generated for Substitution, (b) Square wave generated using varying wave
technique
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5.3.3 THE CCO MATRIX – NEW WAVEFORM INCEPTION & RESULTS

Figure 32 ‐ Histogram For Image 5.3.1 with Under Utilized Types 26 & 27
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Figure 33 ‐ Histogram for the image 5.3.1 with underutilized types substituted with Square Wave

From the above 2 Histograms it’s evident that the waveform class is closely related to the
characteristics of an image used for compression. If the image has several random changes such
as the ones seen in alphabetical, numeric displaying images or images with architectural
structures, then a corresponding waveform having a similar response structure present in the
CCO matrix, would be more efficient during compression compared to other types of
waveforms.
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6. THE CHANNEL – A REAL WORLD PERSPECTIVE
6.1 DYNAMAC DATA STREAMING
6.1.1 THE DYNAMAC PROTOCOL [16]
The DYNAMAC protocol is the standard followed by the DYNAMAC client and the DYNAMAC
media server to communicate with each other. With the DYNAMAC protocol they are able to
exchange the information and d‐bites required to play the media content. Although there have
been several developments in this field and this particular algorithm per se , it is not within the
scope of this paper to discuss it further.
DYNAMAC Protocol Process

Figure 34: DYNAMAC protocol process (part 1) [16]
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Figure 35: DYNAMAC protocol process (part 2) [16]

Figure 36: DYNAMAC protocol process (part 3) [16]

The protocol starts when the client attempts to make a TCP/IP connection with the DYNAMAC
media server. The media server is constantly listening for any incoming connections, when the
client tries to make the connection, the media server accepts it. Once the connection has been
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established, the media server transmits a list of all the media content residing in the DYNAMAC
Media Repository on the server’s side. Once the media list is on the client side, a media is
selected and transmitted to the media server. [16]The server then opens the media content
and sends the header (see Figure #4) to the client. Both the server and the client use the media
header to calculate the amount of frames that are going to be transmitted, the amount of
segments inside a video frame, and the size and order of each packet. Finally the media frames
are transmitted.
Since the media content is interleaved video and audio content, the same thing happens in the
transmission. First a video frame is sent and then an audio frame is sent. Because of the size of
a video frame, the frame is divided into segments. Every segment is transmitted in a single
packet, until the entire video frame has been sent. Then an entire audio frame is transmitted.
These steps are repeated until the entire media content has been sent.
To finish the protocol process, the media server closes the connection with the client.

DYNAMAC Protocol Packet[16]

Figure 37: DYNAMAC protocol media packet structure[16]
As mention in the protocol process, the size of the packets used to send the actual media
content are decided at run time by the media header. Using the header, the DYNAMAC player
and media server know the amount of d‐bites in a video and audio frame, and the width of a
video frame used to divide the frame into segments.
The packet also contains information required to reassemble the media content on the other
side. For instance, the video packet transmits the frame number and the segment number of
the video frame the d‐bites in the payload belong to. The same goes for the audio packets;
they contain the frame number of the frame the audio d‐bites belong to. Both packets contain
a type field that identifies them. A type 1 [16]indicates a video packet and a type 2 indicates an
audio packet.
The length of both video packets and audio packets is calculated in order to determine the
buffer size required by the client and the server. If the video packet is larger than the audio
packet, then the buffer size is equal to the video packet, otherwise the buffer size is equal to
the audio packet.
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6.1.2 A JAVA BASED APPLICATION FOR STREAMING DYNAMAC DATA
(CITATIONS & COPYRIGHT® LUIS A CACERES CHONG) [16]
Although the DYNAMAC algorithm has been proven to achieve compression and encrypt data
to preserve digital rights, there isn’t a system capable of demonstrating the algorithm’s
potential to its fullest. This system design if achieved should be capable of streaming the
compressed video content over an IP network to serve several clients, as well as preventing a
client without the proper authentication mechanism viewing the video content. The below
mentioned application was built by Luis A Caceres Chong (MS ECTET, RIT) to render and stream
DYNAMAC data.
A simple overview of the system is provided but it’s not within the scope of the paper to discuss
this further.

Figure 38 ‐ OVERVIEW OF THE APPLICATION ARCHITECHTURE [16]
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Figure 39 ‐ THE DYNAMAC CONTENT DISTRIBUTION ENVIRONMENT[16]

Figure 40 ‐ DYNAMAC MEDIA SERVER[16]
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6.2 DE‐COMPREESSION THEORY
T
In this seection, we will describe the
t operatio
on of the systtem as seen from the usser‐end and
types of encryption used
u
or applied for proteection of datta at the Meedia Server.

6.2.1 A CLIENT PERSPECTIVE
As discusssed in the previous
p
secttion (6.1.2 Seee Java Baseed Applicatio
on for DYNA
AMAC), the
decomprression algorrithm is entirely carried out by the DYNAMAC
D
M
Media
Serverr at the clien
nt
end or th
he DYNAMAC
C media playyer at the usser‐end depeending on th
he type of sttreaming
algorithm
m used. In most
m cases, ass the user reequests for a particular file,
f a key is supplied using
some secctions of the
e request‐forr‐file headerr and the Meedia server after
a
authenticating the
request, carries on th
he decompression of thee file followeed by a conssecutive queeuing. The
purpose of such a system allows the user to have ease of
o operation and adminisstrator to
maintain
n rights and change
c
the system
s
parameters as most
m of the co
onfiguration
n and
bufferingg/streaming process is done at the media
m
serverr‐end and an
ny changes in the system
m
parameteers would no
ot affect com
mpatibility with
w the playyer.

6.2.2 SECURITY
S
Y AND DIG
GITAL RIG
GHTS MANAGEMEENT (DRM
M)[4]
mulation and
d organizatio
on of the CCO
O matrix. Preesently it is
The root of the codec is the form
made up
p of 32 pre‐caalculated,[4]] pre‐arranged chaotic oscillation
o
co
ombinations described by
b
16‐integeers. If we lett Kn be a vecttor of indicees for the ord
der of the co
ombined chaaotic oscillattions
then a tyypical orderin
ng would bee K1 = [1,2,3,…..,32]. All of
o the previo
ous images that have been
compressed and deccompressed have conforrmed to this ordering. It is clearly show that there
are 32 orrderings possible availab
ble. We can achieve
a
an image scram
mbling if the ordering
o
useed
for the co
ompression does not maatch the ord
dering for thee decompression.
RIGHT KEY

tV9E0
0WSoYb56Nkq
qpvVaYeH8nOTTg

WRON
NG KEY

tV9E0
0WSNkqpvVaYYeH8nOTg4kfjh
h

TTable 5 – DRM KEY Comb
binations
Figure 5 shows the te
est images decompresse
d
ed under thee K1 orderingg then decom
mpressed un
nder
an altern
nate orderingg. The vecto
or K can act as
a a decryptiion key havin
ng up to 32 combination
ns. It
is appareent that all ordering
o
are not sufficien
ntly different to cause siignificant scrrambling,
howeverr, there are large sets thaat exist that will be suffiicient.
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7. THE DYNAMAC THEORY – APPLICATIONS
7.1 APPLICATIONS
In this section we discuss three additional aspects of the DYNAMAC algorithm that add to its
features.

STREAMING
The DYNAMAC [4]algorithm generates self‐contained digital packets that are decompressed and
are completely independent of the packets preceding or following it. In this case, it is ideal for
streaming application. The decompression algorithm,
, is significantly less calculation
intensive than the compression algorithm, . A potential application lies in the providing of
streamed, secure content for users in a network. In this case the image can be reconstructed
sequentially or according to a diffusive reconstructive process.

HARDWARE[4]
The architecture of the DYNAMAC Hardware Compression Engine (DHCE) is designed to
perform rapid compression of a variety of file types using the proprietary DYNAMAC algorithm.
The primary purpose of the hardware implementation is to improve the processing time.
Currently, a single image may take hours to compress, however, by taking advantage of the
inherent parallel nature of the algorithm it is possible to improve the processing speed over a
hundred‐fold. This type of drastic improvement in performance is expected to greatly enhance
our ability to analyze and improve both image quality and compression ratios achieved.
Files to be compressed are delivered to the DHCE over a Universal Serial Bus (USB) connection
and are buffered within an input FIFO processing. By buffering the data within the FIFO, the
input waveform can be processed rapidly without placing any unreasonable delivery time
constraints on the host system. This also means that the size of the incoming file is effectively
unbounded.
At the heart of the DHCE is the Sequence Processing Module (SPM). By instantiating several
SPM’s inside a Xilinx Virtex II Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) a homogeneous
architecture has been created that exploits the parallel nature of the algorithm. We are
currently designing the hardware system and will report on the results in a later publication.

7.1.1 IPTV[28]
IPTV (Internet Protocol Television) is a system where a digital television service is delivered
using the Internet Protocol over a network infrastructure, which may include delivery by a
broadband connection. For residential users, IPTV is often provided in conjunction with Video
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on Demand and may be bundled with Internet services such as Web access and VoIP. The
commercial bundling of IPTV, VoIP and Internet access is referred to as a Triple Play. Adding the
mobile voice service leads to the Quadruple Play denomination.
Protocols
The IP‐based platform [28]offers significant advantages, including the ability to integrate
television with other IP‐based services like high speed Internet access and VoIP.
A switched IP network also allows for the delivery of significantly more content and
functionality. In a typical TV or satellite network, using broadcast video technology, all the
content constantly flows downstream to each customer, and the customer switches the
content at the set‐top box. The customer can select from as many choices as the
telecommunication, cable or satellite company can stuff into the “pipe” flowing into the home.
A switched IP network works differently. Content remains in the network, and only the content
the customer selects is sent into the customer’s home. That frees up bandwidth, and the
customer’s choice is less restricted by the size of the “pipe” into the home. This also implicates
that the customer's privacy [28]could be compromised to a greater extent than is possible with
traditional TV or satellite networks.
Although IPTV is a very intelligent move towards building a more reliable and user‐friendly
environment for data communication, it is crippled by several factors such as Bandwidth
limitation, lack of proper compression, attenuation during transmission and hence erroneous
decompression of data, lack of proper Digital rights management techniques to protect
copyrighted content etc. As we’ve discussed earlier, DYNAMAC provides several degrees of
freedom in solving most of these problems. With higher compression and “Encrypted Key”
protected data, IPTV is an impeccable environment for DYNAMAC commercial application.

7.1.2 ONLINE MEDIA SHARING
Online media sharing has become a well‐known term in our generation of communication
protocols where shared media brings aspects of peer‐to‐peer filesharing and multi‐level
marketing in order to maximize distribution of copyrighted content to the public. Any individual
with a supported operating system with proper rights and a “Decryption Key” would be able to
download or stream this content at a faster rate facilitated by higher compression. The ‘Key’
used during compression will be used as a protection device against piracy and illegal
distribution. The current commercial media sharing environment which comprises peer‐peer
networks hosting content, online music providers and HD Movie Streaming portals can gain a
lot from DYNMAC inherent applications and advantages.

7.1.3 AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO DATA SECURITY
The root of the codec is the formulation and organization of the CCO matrix. Presently it is
made up of 32 pre‐calculated, pre‐arranged chaotic oscillation combinations described by 16‐
integers. If we let Kn be a vector [4]of indices for the order of the combined chaotic oscillations
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then a typical ordering would be K1 = [1,2,3,…..,32]. All of the previous images that have been
compressed and decompressed have conformed to this ordering. It is clearly show that there
are 32 orderings possible available. We can achieve an image scrambling if the ordering used
for the compression does not match the ordering for the decompression. Figure 5 shows the
test images decompressed under the K1 ordering then decompressed under an alternate
ordering. The vector K can act as a decryption key having up to 32 combinations. It is apparent
that all ordering are not sufficiently different to cause significant scrambling, however, there
are large sets that exist that will be sufficient.

7.2 BIOMEDICAL APPLICATIONS
7.2.1 X‐RAY PATTERN RECOGNITION – AN FSWC APPROACH
Since Röntgen's discovery that X‐rays [2]can identify bony structures, X‐rays have been
developed for their use in medical imaging. Radiology is a specialized field of medicine.
Radiographers employ radiography and other techniques for diagnostic imaging. Indeed, this is
probably the most common use of X‐ray technology.
X‐rays are especially useful in the detection of pathology of the skeletal system, but are also
useful for detecting some disease processes in soft tissue. [2]Some notable examples are the
very common chest X‐ray, which can be used to identify lung diseases such as pneumonia, lung
cancer or pulmonary edema, and the abdominal X‐ray, which can detect ileus (blockage of the
intestine), free air (from visceral perforations) and free fluid (in ascites). In some cases, the use
of X‐rays is debatable, such as gallstones (which are rarely radiopaque) or kidney stones (which
are often visible, but not always).
Using DYNAMAC theory detection of such anomalies can be made more accurate and to some
level, an automatic procedure. Although the detection isn’t would still require a post‐detection
analysis, in a Bio‐Medical environment large sets of data can easily be classified according to
the pattern they display.
The way this works is, after compression of a healthy for e.g. a non‐infected lung X‐Ray image,
the parts which are more prone to damage and detection as an abnormality in the lung, are
compressed separately by isolation those parts of the image. As the CCO matrix identifies them
as waveforms, and further using the FSWC technique, compresses them, there’s a pattern of
fixed no. of waveform types employed in that compression belonging to a particular family in
the CCO matrix. This classification is then stored. In a separate algorithm, if those specific image
locations which were specified earlier as more prone to abnormality; are compared with the
pre‐classified and compressed image, the algorithm would throw out a level of difference
between those images using a waveform level comparison scheme. This process can further be
done on a larger scale using a more automated algorithm comprising all the various image sets
corresponding to target areas in a common X‐Ray. Although a lot of research is currently going
on in this field and many promising results have come forward, it is beyond the scope of this
paper to discuss them.
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EXAMPLES
In this section we tabulate some of the test results which we obtained by compression several
different kinds of images using our CCO Marices. The results have been tabulated in order to
signify the improvement in compression quality using measures such as PSNR and ENTROPY.
The images under comparison are the ones compressed using the Benchmark matrix CCO_0
compared with images compressed with optimized CCO matrices CCO_X*.
The figure below indicates the structure in which the results have been tabulated. Although the
images show no visual considerable difference to the naked eye, it can be proven
mathematically using our measures of optimization that there is improvement in quality.

IMAGE COMPRESSED WITH BENCHMARK
MATRIX CCO_0

IMAGE COMPRESSED WITH OPTIMIZED
MATRIX CCO_X*

CCO
CCO_0
CCO_X*

PSNR
XXX
XXX*

ENTROPY
YYY
YYY*
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CCO
CCO_0
CCO_10

PSNR
18.380
18.383

ENTROPY
4.97715148
5.07874308
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CCO
CCO_0
CCO_11

PSNR
26.552
27.012

ENTROPY
4.97715148
5.06919792
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CCO
CCO_0
CCO_14

PSNR
31.440
31.486

ENTROPY
4.97715148
5.07175983
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CCO
CCO_0
CCO_16

PSNR
23.681
24.007

ENTROPY
4.97715148
5.0510469
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CCO
CCO_0
CCO_17

PSNR
20.779
21.128

ENTROPY
4.97715148
5.00665778
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CCO
CCO_0
CCO_18

PSNR
20.540
20.860

ENTROPY
4.97715148
5.00666536
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CCO
CCO_0
CCO_21

PSNR
28.860
29.026

ENTROPY
4.97715148
5.07875556
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CCO
CCO_0
CCO_4

PSNR
19.910
20.163

ENTROPY
4.97715148
5.05020279
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CCO
CCO_0
CCO_6

PSNR
34.986
35.120

ENTROPY
4.97715148
5.01247973
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CCO
CCO_0
CCO_7

PSNR
20.012
20.304

ENTROPY
4.97715148
5.03397989
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CCO
CCO_0
CCO_6

PSNR
25.968
26.211

ENTROPY
4.97715148
5.01247973
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